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Model-driven development of interactive
multimedia applications with MML
Andreas Pleuss and Heinrich Hussmann
Abstract There is an increasing demand for high-quality interactive applications
which combine complex application logic with a sophisticated user interface, mak-
ing use of individual media objects like graphics, animations, 3D graphics, audio or
video. Their development is still challenging as it requires the integration of soft-
ware design, user interface design, and media design.
This chapter presents a model-driven development approach which integrates these
aspects. Its basis is the Multimedia Modeling Language (MML), which integrates
existing modeling concepts for interactive applications and adds support for multi-
media. As we show, advanced multimedia integration requires new modeling con-
cepts not supported by existing languages yet.
MML models can be transformed into code skeletons for multiple target platforms.
Moreover, we support the integration of existing professional multimedia authoring
tools into the development process by generating code skeletons which can be di-
rectly processed in authoring tools. In this way the advantages of both – systematic
model-driven development and support for creative visual design – are combined.
—————————
1 Introduction
With the evolution of end-user oriented applications in the last years – like the ad-
vancements in web applications, mobile applications, entertainment, or infotain-
ment area – it has become widely accepted that a sophisticated user interface can
significantly contribute to an application’s success. Such user interfaces are often
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highly interactive, provide a sophisticated user interface, and – depending on the
purpose – make use of multimedia capabilities. Typical reasons for multimedia
usage are 1) to enhance efficiency and productiveness of the user interface, 2) to
achieve more effective information and knowledge transfer, and 3) to provide en-
hanced entertainment value [10].
This work deals with the development of interactive multimedia applications.
While the application areas mentioned above are typical for multimedia usage, mul-
timedia user interfaces can be found in almost any application area today. Tradition-
ally, the term multimedia has been understood as a composition of continuous (like
audio, video, and animations) and discrete media elements (like 2D and 3D graph-
ics, text, and images) into a logically coherent unit [2]. However, from the viewpoint
of application development, the main difference today is much more the integration
of non-standard media objects into the application. This requires specific experts
and tools, like for graphics design, video production, or 3D design. Thus, here we
understand the term ”‘multimedia application”’ in a broad sense as any kind of inter-
active application integrating individual media objects (like graphics, animations,
audio or video) to an extent relevant for its development.
The development of multimedia applications still lacks a systematic development
approach. Traditional approaches from multimedia domain provide extensive sup-
port for media creation but neglect the application logic and Software Engineering
principles [9, 15, 12]. On the other hand, existing approaches from software engi-
neering do not support user interface and media aspects yet (see Section 2).
In our opinion, the most important differences between the development of mul-
timedia applications and conventional application development (as considered in
Software Engineering) are:
1. Interdisciplinary development: Multimedia application development involves
three different kinds of design: 1) Software Design, as in conventional software
development, for developing the application logic 2) User Interface Design, as
usability is strongly important for multimedia applications, and 3) Media De-
sign as creation of media objects requires usually specific knowledge and tools.
Thus, different developers groups, tools, and artifacts have to be integrated into
the development process.
2. Importance of non-functional requirements: Requirements like entertainment
value, usability, and aesthetics, are strongly important for multimedia applica-
tions. Thus, visual authoring tools focusing on the creative, artistic visual design,
like Adobe Flash or Adobe Director1, have been established as development tools
[3, 7].
In our work we aim to address these challenges by a model-driven development
approach which integrates the different developer groups and the artifacts they pro-
duce. For this, we provide a modeling language that integrates software design, user
interface design, and media design into a single, consistent language. The models
hence provide a kind of contract between the different developer groups, so that all
developed artifacts will fit together.
1 http://www.adobe.com/
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From the models, we then automatically generate code skeletons. As our model-
ing language is platform-independent, it is possible to generate code for any target
platform. In particular, to integrate the existing established authoring tools, we sup-
port them as target platforms and generate code skeletons which can be directly
processed within these tools. In this way, the development process becomes much
more systematic while still leveraging these established tools for the final user in-
terface and media design.
The remainder of this chapter presents our modeling language for multimedia
applications. The language integrates concepts from areas of Software Engineering
and model-based user interface development and extends them by new concepts
required for advanced multimedia integration.
For the purpose of this chapter, we use a 2D racing game application as a running
example. Gaming applications are well-suited examples because they are commonly
understood and make use of both, 1) a very complex and individual user interface
and 2) complex application logic. Nevertheless, it is important to note that our ap-
proach is not restricted to any specific application domain and has already been
applied to many other kinds of multimedia applications (see Section 9).
Our language supports five kinds of models: The Task Model describes the user
tasks to be supported by the application. It uses the existing ConcurTaskTree no-
tation [16] and is thus not further discussed in this chapter. The other models are
the Structure Model, the Scene Model, the Presentation Model, and the Interaction
Model, which are explained in the following. Afterwards, we give an overview on
the language, the interrelations between the different models, and the modeling pro-
cess. Finally, we describe the existing tool support and the basic concepts for the
code generation.
2 Related Work
This section briefly presents related approaches. As interactive multimedia applica-
tions integrate different aspects – application logic, user interface, and media – it is
related to various existing modeling approaches.
To model the application logic, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [14] can
be used. However, UML on its own is not sufficient for multimedia applications as
it does not cover neither the user interface aspect nor media types.
The user interface aspect is addressed by various approaches from the area of
Model-based User Interface Development (MBUID) [24] (including model-driven
approaches as described in this book). Their main concepts can be summarized as
follows [4]: The Task Model specifies the user tasks supported by the application,
e.g., specified as ConcurTaskTrees [16]. It is usually complemented with a Domain
Model, which can be a conventional UML class diagram. Based on the Task Model
and the Domain Model, the Abstract User Interface Model (AUI) specifies the user
interface in terms of Abstract Interaction Objects (AIOs) which are platform- and
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modality-independent abstractions of user interface elements. The Concrete User
Interface Model (CUI) refines the AUI for a concrete target platform.
Currently, a large amount of approaches from this area exist which nowadays
have evolved towards the model-based and model-driven approaches described in
this book, considering advanced user interface issues like specific target devices
or context-sensitivity. However, as existing approaches address user interfaces built
from standard widgets, they on their own are not sufficient for interactive multime-
dia. However, they provide the basic concepts for the user interface aspect in MML.
The area of Web Engineering [11] targets model-driven development of web ap-
plications. Typical models, besides a Domain Model, are the Hyperlink or Naviga-
tion Model which shows the links and navigation structure of the application, and
the Presentation Model which specifies the look and feel of the user interface and
sometimes also its behavior. While earlier approaches mainly address applications
with HTML-based user interfaces, latest work focuses on Rich Internet Applications
[5, 25, 23]. However, they still address user interfaces made of standard widgets
while individual multimedia user interface are not supported yet.
Finally, a few modeling approaches exist which already address multimedia.
However, most of them [8, 26, 2] focus on multimedia documents but do not cover
interactive applications. An exception is OMMMA [6] which supports interactive
multimedia applications as considered in this chapter. However, OMMMA does not
integrate the results from MBUID area and also lacks of the advanced concepts we
discuss in Section 3. Nevertheless, it provides substantial basic concepts which have
been included into MML.
First concepts of MML have been presented in [18, 17]. However, as discussed
in [20], there is a need for advanced modeling concepts for Media Components, like
different abstraction layers, inner structure, and variations (see Section 3). More-
over, the language has evolved based on the experience from its usage in several
student projects (see Section 9). In this chapter we present the resulting integrated
version of MML. A full language reference can be found in [19].
3 MML Structure Model
The MML Structure Model describes the structure of the application. Fig. 1 shows
an example of a racing game application and is used throughout this section to
illustrate the introduced concepts.
The Structure Model contains the Domain Classes for the application logic. They
are described like in a conventional UML class diagram. For instance, a racing game
might contain classes Race, Car, Player, and Track. A Track contains Obstacles and
Checkpoints (like the start and the goal). Domain Classes have properties and rela-
tionships like in conventional UML class diagrams (Fig. 1).
In addition, the media elements are basic assets of the application as well and
their production can require much effort, specific experts, and specific tools. In ad-
dition, the usage of a specific kind of media content can be an essential requirement
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<<Animation2D>>
TrackAnimation
{variationType = Quality}
checkpoint : CheckpointGraphic [1..*]
obstacle : ObstacleAnimation [*]
<<Animation2D>>
CarAnimation
{variationType = Quality}
frontwheel_right : Wheel
frontwheel_left : Wheel
Car
-speed : int
-rotation : Integer
-xPos : Integer
-yPos : Integer
-name : String
-completedLaps : Integer
-hasFinished : Boolean
-lastCheckpointNo : Integer
-damage : Integer
+start()
+move()
+leftRight( value : Integer )
+accelerate( value : Integer )
+addDamage( d : Integer )
+isBroken() : boolean
+addCheckpoint( no : Integer )
+isInFinish() : boolean
AudioFilter
+setPitch( percent : Integer )
ObstacleAnimation
{variationType = Quality}
CheckpointGraphic
{variationType = Quality}
Obstacle
-damageValue
-distractionFactor
+getDamage() : Integer
Checkpoint
-number : Integer
+getNumber() : Integer
Race
-elapsedTime : Integer
-totalLaps : Integer
+getScore() : Integer
<<VariationType>>
Quality
high
low
EngineSound
Track
-name : String
Indianapolis
RacingGamePlayer
-name : String
Porsche MonacoFerrari Monza
-track
0..*
-game
1-player
0..* -game
1
-track
1
0..*
-car
-game
1
speed
-checkpoint
0..*
-track
1
-obstacle0..*
-track
1
0..*
-car
0..*-race
-game 1
1-car
-player
1
Fig. 1 MML Structure Diagram Example
for the application. For instance, the customer might want the racing game appli-
cation to use 3D graphics or an e-learning application to contain videos. For these
reasons, the media elements are modeled in MML as first-class entities in the Struc-
ture Model.
In interactive applications, media content is often associated with some function-
ality to render and control the media content. For instance, a video is usually shown
in a video player which allows to play, stop, rewind, etc., the video. Thus, in MML
the media content is encapsulated together with basic playing and rendering func-
tionality as a Media Component. Each Media Component is of a certain media type
which an be Audio, Video, 2D Animation2, 3D Animation, Graphics (i.e., vector
graphics), Image (i.e., raster graphics), or Text.
A Media Component is denoted in MML similar to a Component in UML as a
rectangle with several optional compartments for additional properties. Like UML,
MML allows to choose between different alternative notations. The media type is
denoted by an icon and/or a keyword. In Fig. 1, the Media Components CarAnimation
and TrackAnimation are displayed with a compartment showing their inner structure
2 “Animation” here refers to any kind of change over the time, like changing its position on the
screen or changing its shape
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(explained below). The Media Components EngineSound, ObstacleAnimation, and
CheckpointAnimation are denoted in collapsed notation with an icon only.
Media Component are associated with Domain Classes which they represent.
This is specified in MML by a Media Representation relationship between a class
and a Media Component. In the example, the Domain Class Car is represented by
CarAnimation and EngineSound. Obstacle and Track are represented by animations
as well (ObstacleAnimation and TrackAnimation) while Checkpoint is represented by
static graphic (CheckpointGraphic). To specify that the Media Component represents
a specific property or operation of the class, Media Representation relationship is
marked with the name of the property or operation. For example, EngineSound rep-
resents the property speed of Car.
MML defines some standard operations for each media type, which have not
to be modeled explicitly and can be used in the Interaction Model (see Section 6)
to specify a Media Component’s behavior. For instance, a 2D Animation provides
operations to access its coordinates on the screen and its size. It is also possible to
define custom operations for Media Components in terms of Interfaces (like UML
Interfaces) which can be associated with Media Components. An example is the
interface AudioFilter which is associated with EngineSound in Fig. 1.
3.1 Abstraction Layers for Media Components
In [20] we have discussed advanced concepts for modeling Media Components in
interactive applications that have not been addressed so far. An important finding
is that different abstraction layers have to be considered: Media Components, like
CarAnimation, are abstract constructs which might be realized by multiple concrete
artifacts, like Porsche and Ferrari. It is beneficial to consider them as abstract ele-
ments, instead of dealing with the concrete artifacts only, because in this way all
kind of cars can be handled in the same way. Moreover, the concrete artifacts are
often unknown in early phases, because it is not decided yet how many different cars
the final application will provide. In fact, in some cases the concrete artifacts are not
known at all at the design time, because they are dynamically loaded from a server
or because the user creates them himself dynamically at runtime (e.g., using a “car
editor” delivered with the application). Even when the concrete artifacts are known,
it might be desired not to model all of them, because their number is too large and
they will be loaded from a database later.
On the other hand, if the concrete artifacts are already known, there should be
a way to specify them in the model. Thus, we introduce Media Artifacts which
can be used to optionally specify concrete artifacts. In the example, CarAnimation is
manifested by two Media Artifacts Porsche and Ferrari and TrackAnimation by three
Media Artifacts Monza, Indianapolis, and Monaco.
One should note that there is a third abstraction layer for Media Components
which are the concrete instances of Media Components on the user interface (see
Section 5). Of course, a Media Component can be instantiated multiple times, like in
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a racing game where usually multiple cars take part. Again, it is possible to specify
the concrete Media Artifact used for a Media Instance but not mandatory; sometimes
they might be decided at design time (e.g., in the first level of the racing game the
user has always to use the Porsche) while sometimes it might be decided at runtime
(e.g., the user can select the car herself).
3.2 Inner Structure of Media Components
A second important finding from [20] is the need to define the inner structure of
Media Components. This is in particular important for interactive multimedia ap-
plications: For instance, let us consider, that the CarAnimation’s front wheels should
turn when the car drives through a turn. Then, the media designer needs to know
that the car’s front wheels have to be designed as own (graphical) objects which can
be accessed and modified by the application logic. The software designer in turn
needs to know how to access them (e.g., the names assigned by the media designer).
Thus, it is necessary to specify such inner structure in the model as a kind of contract
between the developers.
It is important to note that it is not intended in MML to model the complete
(visual) structure of the car. The inner structure is modeled only when it should be
accessed by application logic. This happens either when some media parts should
be accessed or modified, like in the example above, or when an event listener should
be attached to a media part (like, for instance, that the user can trigger some action
by clicking on the car’s wheels).
Again, the different abstraction layers have to be considered in a consistent way.
In MML, a Media Part represents an (abstract) part of a Media Component, like
Wheel. Each Media Part has a type depending on the Media Component it belongs
to. For instance, a video can consist of Audio Channels and Image Regions while a
3D animation consists of 3D Objects, Transformations, Light, etc. 2D animations,
like in the racing game example, consist just of graphical objects which we call
SubAnimations.
A Media Part can be instantiated multiple times, acting in multiple roles, similar
like properties in a conventional UML class. For instance, a car has multiple wheels
like frontwheel left and frontwheel right3. These instances are called Inner Properties
(to distinguish them from other properties of the Media Component).
An Inner Property can also be an instance of another Media Component, like in
TrackAnimation, which contains multiple instances of ObstacleAnimation and Check-
pointGraphic. As shown in the example, a multiplicity can be specified for each Inner
Property. The software developer can then access the single instances in a way sim-
ilar to arrays, e.g., ’wheel[1]’.
Analogously to Media Components, it is optionally possible to specify a concrete
artifact for a Media Part, called Part Artifact, which can be useful if the developer
3 Note that the back wheels have not to be modeled here as they need not to be accessed by
application logic
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Intro Game
Help
Score
Menu
show Menu()
show Menu()
startGame( p : Player, t : Track )
show GameHelp()
resumeGame()
{resume}
show MenuHelp()show Menu()
show Intro()
show Score( race : Race )
show Menu()
Fig. 2 MML Scene Diagram Example
wants to distinguish explicitly between PorscheWheel and FerrariWheel or to express
that all car types reuse the same artifact for their wheels (specified by marking an
Inner Property with the keyword unique) (see [20] for in-depth discussion of all
possible cases).
3.3 Variations of Media Components
A third concept, not discussed in previous work so far, is the need for an efficient
way to specify different variations of Media Components. For instance, Media Com-
ponents frequently have to be provided, e.g., in different qualities or different lan-
guages. Therefore, in MML the modeler can introduce in MML a Variation Type
(like Quality in Fig. 1) and specify different Variation Literals for it, like high and
low. This means that each Media Component, where the Variation Type is assigned
to, must be created in each possible variation. For instance, all visual Media Com-
ponents in the example have assigned the Variation Type Quality which means that
the media designers have to provide them in the two different variations high and
low. Basically, the variations could also be combined with mechanisms for context-
sensitive user interfaces from MBUID (see Section 2), e.g., to select the appropriate
variation automatically at runtime based on the application context.
4 MML Scene Model
The Scene Model describes the application’s coarse-grained behavior or navigation
in terms of Scenes. A Scene represents an application state associated with a corre-
sponding user interface. For instance, in the racing game, the scenes are Intro, Menu,
Help, Game, and Score. The Scene model shows the Scenes and the transitions be-
tween them using an adapted notation of UML State Charts (Fig. 2).
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An important multimedia-specific aspect of Scenes is their dynamic character.
One the one hand, this is caused by dynamic behavior of time-dependent media
instances (audio, video, animations) in the Scenes. On the other hand, user interfaces
are often generated dynamically at runtime, like the number of cars taking part in a
racing game or the track chosen by the user. Thus, Scenes can be generic and receive
parameter values. Therefore, each Scene has Entry Operations and Exit Operations.
Entry Operations are used to initialize the Scene and pass parameters to it. Exit
Operations are used to clean up a Scene and invoke another Scene.
As shown in Fig. 2 for the racing game example, the Scenes are denoted as states
with the possible transitions between them. The transitions are annotated with the
names of Entry Operations executed in the target Scene when performing the tran-
sition. Exit Operations need not to be modeled explicitly as their names are by con-
vention derived from the transitions in the diagram.4.
By default, executing an Entry Operation initializes a Scene. However, some-
times a Scenes has already been active before and its previous state should be re-
sumed. This is specified by attaching the keyword resume to the Entry Operation.
For instance, when the user calls the Help during the Game he/she probably wants
to resume the game after the consulting the help. Thus, the Entry Operation re-
sumeGame() is marked with this keyword (Fig. 2).
Beside Entry and Exit Operations it is also possible to define additional properties
and operations for a Scene. Moreover, Media Components can not only represent
Domain Classes, as explained for the Structure Model, but also Scenes. For instance,
a Media Component HelpText would probably not be associated with one of the
Domain Classes but with the Scene Help. Analogously to the Structure Model, this
is specified by a Media Representation relationship between the Media Component
and the Scene.
5 MML Presentation Model
The MML Presentation Model specifies the user interface for each Scene. It is ini-
tially modeled using Abstract Interaction Objects as common in the MBUID area
(see Section 2). However, as we deal with multimedia applications, in a second step
the instances of the Media Components from the Structure Model come into play.
5.1 Abstract User Interface
In MML, each Scene is associated with a Presentation Unit. A Presentation Unit is
an abstraction from a screen in a graphical user interface. It contains Abstract Inter-
action Objects (AIO) which are platform- and modality-independent abstractions of
4 the names are composed of a prefix ’exitTo’, the name of the target scene, and the name of the
target Entry Operation, separated by , e.g. exitTo Menu showMenu()
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<<Scene>>
Game
<<PresentationUnit>>
help
{exitTo_Help_show GameHelp()}
quit
{exitTo_Menu_show Menu()}
obstcl : Obstacle
checkpoint [1..*]
cp : Checkpoint
lapsCompleted
player : Player
obstacle [0..*]
track : Track
playerName
race : Race
lapsTotal
car : Car
start
track
car
time
start()completedLapsname totalLapselapsedTime
Output
Component
Edit 
Component
Action
Component
Legend:
Fig. 3 AIOs in the MML Presentation Model for the Scene Game.
user interface elements. For instance, an InputComponent enables the user to input
some data, an Output Component presents some data to the user, an Edit Component
combines input and Output Component, and an Action Component allows the user
to trigger an action. It is also possible to apply further concepts from MBUID here,
like modeling the layout of the AIOs, but this is not further discussed here.
Fig. 3 shows as an example the Presentation Unit for the Scene Game. The Scene
acts as the overall container. It contains Domain Objects, which are instances of the
Domain Classes from the Structure Model, and a Presentation Unit containing the
AIOs. The Presentation Unit in the Scene Game contains, for instance, several Out-
put Components to show the track, the obstacles, and the checkpoints. The player’s
car is represented by an Edit Component as it presents the current state of the car
which is also manipulated by the user. There are some Output Components for ad-
ditional information, like the playerName, time, and lapsCompleted, and some Action
Components to start the race or to navigate to the help or back to the menu.
Each AIO represents a Domain Object as specified by UI Representation rela-
tionships. Analogous to Media Representation relationships in the Structure Model,
it is possible to annotate the name of a property or operation to specify that this
specific property or operation is represented by the AIO. For instance, the Output
Component playerName represents the property Name of player. AIOs not associated
with a Domain Object represent the Scene itself. In this case, the name of a Scene’s
property or operation represented by the AIO is denoted directly below the AIO (in
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curly braces), like for the Action Component quit which triggers the Scene’s Exit
Operation exitTo Menu showMenu() (see Section 4).
Due to the possible dynamic character of multimedia user interfaces, it is possible
to specify a multiplicity for an AIO (like for obstacle) as their number is calculated
dynamically at runtime. Also, the Interaction Model can be used to specify that
AIOs are added or removed from the user interface. To indicate that an AIO is
initially invisible on the user interface and becomes visible at runtime, the keyword
invisible can be attached to the AIO.
5.2 Multimedia User Interface
As we deal with multimedia applications, some of the AIOs can be realized by me-
dia objects. Therefore, the respective AIO is connected with a Media Instance by
a UI Realization relationship. Its semantics is that the AIO is implemented by the
Media Instance. In turn the Media Instance must provide the interaction concepts
defined by the AIO. For instance, if an animation should realize an Action Compo-
nent, this means that, e.g., clicking on the animation triggers some action. Thus, not
any type of Media Instance can realize any AIO (see discussion in [18]). AIOs which
are not realized by a Media Instance are intended to be implemented in conventional
way, i.e. using standard widgets.
Media Instances are instances of Media Components from the Structure Model.
So, a Media Component can be used in different Scenes. For instance, the CarAni-
mation is not only used in the game itself but also in the menu where the user can
select between different cars.
Fig. 4 shows the Presentation Model for the Scene Game enhanced with Media
Components. For instance, the AIO car is realized by instances of the Media Com-
ponents CarAnimation and EngineSound. It is also possible that AIOs are realized by
inner objects of a Media Instance, like checkpoint and obstacle in the example.
Like in existing MBUID approaches, the AIOs trigger events during the user
interaction; e.g., an Action Component triggers an operation. However, Media In-
stances of temporal media type can trigger additional events independent of the user.
For instance, an audio object can trigger an event when it finishes playing or a mov-
ing animation can trigger an event when collides with another one. This is modeled
in MML using the concept of Sensors adapted from 3D graphics domain [27]. In
Fig. 4, two Collision Sensors (checkpointSensor and obstacleSensor) are associated
with the CarAnimation instance. They test whether the car animation collides with
checkpoints or obstacles and trigger an event when this occurs.
Another type of sensors is the Visibility Sensor which triggers an event when
an object becomes visible, e.g. after it has been covered by another object or was
located outside the screen. A Proximity Sensor is relevant for 3D objects only and
triggers an event when the user navigates within a 3D world close to this object. A
Time Sensor triggers an event at specific points of time in the application. In MML
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<<Scene>>
Game
<<PresentationUnit>>
<<Animation2D>>
trackAnim : TrackAnimation
checkpoint : CheckpointGraphic [1..*]
obstacle : ObstacleAnimation [*]
help
{exitTo_Help_show GameHelp()}
engineSound : EngineSound
quit
{exitTo_Menu_show Menu()}
carAnim : CarAnimation
<<CollisionSensor>>
checkpointSensor
<<CollisionSensor>>
obstacleSensor
obstcl : Obstacle
checkpoint [1..*]
cp : Checkpoint
lapsCompleted
player : Player
obstacle [0..*]
track : Track
playerName
race : Race
lapsTotal
car : Car
start
track
time
car
start()name completedLapstotalLapselapsedTime
<<test>>
<<test>>
Fig. 4 MML Presentation Diagram enhanced with Media Instances and Sensors for the Scene
Game
this points in time can be either defined by fixed time interval or by one or more Cue
Points of temporal Media Instances.
A Cue Point (not shown in the example) can be defined for any temporal media
object and allows to refer to a specific point in time on the media object’s time line.
This can be used to specify synchronization between temporal media objects. Let us
consider that the racing game application shows as introduction a video and some
animated text. The text should appear after the first scene in the video is finished.
Therefore, a Cue Point can be defined, like “firstSceneFinished”. Using a Time Sen-
sor it is now possible to specify that, when firstSceneFinished occurs, an operation
is triggered on the Media Component for the text, like setVisible(). The advantage of
Cue Points compared to concrete time values is their abstract character as often the
concrete duration of the video is still unknown or may change later according to the
aesthetic considerations of the media designer.
6 MML Interaction Model
The Interaction Model specifies the user interaction and the resulting behavior of
the Scene. The core idea is to specify how events initiated by the user interface
trigger operations of Domain Objects or of user interface elements (AIOs or Media
Components). In that way the Interaction Model specifies the interplay between the
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elements defined in the foregoing models. The behavior of Domain Class opera-
tions itself is not part of the MML models as it is often quite complex and usually
specified directly in a programming language – in particular, as the operations in a
multimedia application (like moving the car in a realistic way) often require much
trial and error and cannot be specified in advance.
Existing work in MBUID often uses Task Models to describe the interaction. As
mentioned in the Section 1, MML supports Task Models as well. They are sufficient
to specify the interaction for less dynamic Scenes, like the Menu in the racing game.
However, dynamic multimedia Scenes, like the Scene Game, often require a more
detailed modeling of temporal behavior. Therefore, such Scenes are modeled using
the MML Interaction Model which is an adapted UML Activity Diagram. As shown
in existing work [1] extended UML Activity Diagrams can also be used to specify
similar operations like in Task Models, while on the other hand, as sometimes used
in UML, they also allow to model very detailed object-oriented behavior.
The objects which can be used in a Scene’s Interaction Model are the Domain
Objects, AIOs, Media Instances, and Sensors owned by the Scene as defined in the
Scene’s Presentation Model. Additional objects can be passed as parameters of the
Scene’s Entry Operations. An Actions in the Interaction Model refers to an operation
call (like UML CallOperationActions) on one of the objects owned by the Scene. In
this way, by restricting the Activity Diagram to defined objects and operation calls,
it is possible to directly generate code from the model.
As mentioned before (Section Section 3), MML defines some standard opera-
tions for Media Components, like start, stop, play() for videos. Analogously, some
standard operations are predefined by MML for the AIOs (e.g., disable(), setVisible())
to save the modeler defining them manually.
Beside the operation calls, the Interaction Model contains events triggered by
AIOs and Sensors to model the interaction. They can be used analogous to Ac-
ceptEventActions in UML, e.g., in combination with InterruptibleActivityRegions
whose execution terminates when they are left via an interruptible edge. In this way,
it can be specified that, e.g., some user input interrupts the current program flow (i.e.
terminates tokens) and starts another one.
Fig. 5 shows an simplified extract from the Interaction Model for the Scene
Game. Like in UML Activity Diagrams, Actions have Input Pins to specify the
parameters for an operation. An Input Pin called target is used to specify the ob-
ject on which the operation call is executed. Input Pins marked with the name of an
operation argument receive an argument of the operation, like value for leftRight().
In the simplified model, the input value to control the car is received from the Edit
Component car, and passed as parameter to the operation leftRight() of the Domain
Object car. Afterwards, the operation move() is called on car. This is executed in
a loop until an interruption occurs by the collision sensor obstacleSensor or by the
ActionComponent quit.
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Fig. 5 Simplified extract from the Interaction Model for the Scene Game
7 Overall Approach
Fig. 6 shows the overall modeling process with MML. The horizontal axis shows the
different developer roles involved in the process, i.e. software design, user interface
design, and media design. The vertical axis represents the temporal dimension. The
center shows the different MML models and the interrelations between them.
The modeling process is performed during the design phase of the application. It
starts after the requirements analysis, which is performed in the usual way and not
further considered here. The Task Model reflects the user tasks to be supported by
the application from the viewpoint of user interface design. They have to be derived
from the requirements specification. In parallel, the Structure Model is specified
which consists of Domain Classes and Media Components. Domain Classes can be
derived from the requirements specification similar to conventional object-oriented
development.
The Media Components are derived from the requirements specification as well,
as far as they are specified therein. Domain Classes and Media Components are re-
lated through Media Representation relationships. Thus, adding Media Components
can require additional Domain Classes which represent associated application logic.
In turn, for each Domain Class can be considered whether it is useful to represent
it by a Media Component. The Structure Model should be created in cooperation
between Software Designer and Media Designer as it defines how application logic
can access Media Components and how those must be structured for this purpose.
The Scene Model describes the Scenes and the navigation between them. The
decomposition into Scenes influences the application’s usability and is thus specified
by the user interface designer. The Scenes can be identified based on the Task Model,
for instance using an approach like in [13].
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Fig. 6 MML overall modeling process
For each Scene, a Presentation Model is defined by the user interface designer. It
specifies the AIOs which can be derived from the Task Model as well. The AIOs are
associated with Domain Objects which are instances from the Domain Classes in
the Structure Model. In the next step, the Presentation Model is complemented with
Media Components and Sensors. At this point, the user interface designer and the
media designer have to cooperate. The Media Instances refer to Media Components
in the Structural Model. During these steps, missing Domain Classes and missing
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Media Components can be identified and added. In addition, the user interface de-
signer and the media designer can add Sensors to Media Components. Basically, it is
also possible to refine the Presentation Model in terms of a Concrete User Interface
Model as in existing MBUID approaches.
Finally, the Interaction Model is specified in cooperation between the software
designer and the user interface designer. It specifies how user interface events and
Sensor events trigger operation calls on domain objects. Missing model elements,
like missing objects in the Scene or missing class operations, can be identified and
added. The user interface designer is responsible for the interaction which can –
at least to some degree – be derived from the Task Model. The software designer’s
knowledge is mainly required for specifying the more complex behavior of dynamic
Scenes like the Game Scene in the racing game.
It is not mandatory to follow the modeling process always as described here.
Basically it is possible to start with any kind of MML model or to specify the model
in several iterations. For example, it is possible to start the process with the Scene
and Presentation Models and to create the Structure Model on that base. Indeed,
it is also possible that all three developer groups iteratively specify all models in
cooperation or that there is an additional modeling expert who supports the different
developers in specifying the models.
8 Tool Support and Code Generation
MML is defined as a standard-compliant metamodel implemented with the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF)5. The advantage of EMF is its integration with many
other existing tools from model-driven engineering, like tools for model transforma-
tion, validation, or model weaving6. As visual modeling tool for MML we provide
an extension of the UML tool Magic Draw7. In addition, we provide a model trans-
formation to transform the models from Magic Draw into EMF so that they can be
further processed by EMF-based tools. The advantage of using Magic Draw instead
of creating our own EMF-based visual modeling tool is that a professional modeling
tool provides a degree of usability and robustness which is difficult to achieve with
an implementation of our own.
After MML models have been transformed into the EMF-based format it is possi-
ble to generate code skeletons for different target platforms. To this end, we provide
several model transformations in the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL)8. The
currently most mature transformation is one generating code skeletons for the target
platform Flash. A Flash application consists of Flash documents and associated code
in the object-oriented programming language ActionScript which is part of Flash.
5 http://www.eclipse.org/emf/
6 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/
7 http://www.magicdraw.com
8 http://www.eclipse.org/m2m/atl/
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Thereby, we generate the Flash/ActionScript skeletons in such a way that they can
be directly loaded into the Flash authoring tool. The designers then can process
them using all the professional functionality of the tool. Other target platforms cur-
rently supported by prototypical model transformations are Java, SVG/JavaScript,
and Flash Lite for mobile devices.
The basic concepts for the Flash/ActionScript code generation are as follows:
The Domain Classes from the Structural Model are mapped to ActionScript classes,
analogous to existing mappings from UML class diagrams to Java code. The Media
Components are mapped to Flash documents containing placeholders according to
the Media Component’s inner structure defined in the model. These placeholders
then have to be filled out by the media designers using the Flash authoring tool. In
addition, an ActionScript class is created for each Media Component providing pre-
defined operations for the Media Component and skeletons for operations defined
in custom interfaces (see Section 3).
Each Scene is mapped to an ActionScript class containing the Entry and Exit Op-
erations defined in the model. The Exit Operations contain the code for the naviga-
tion between Scenes as defined by the transitions in the Scene Model. Additionally,
each Scene is mapped to a Flash document containing the Scene’s user interface.
For the user interface, each AIO is mapped to a corresponding widget in the Flash
document and an associated ActionScript class containing event listeners. For Me-
dia Instances, an instance of the generated Media Component is placed on the user
interface. All instances on the user interface have a name by which they can be ac-
cessed from the code in the Scene’s ActionScript class. Sensors are implemented
by corresponding code in the Scene’s ActionScript class, e.g. a Collision Sensor is
implemented by an operation which tests whether two visual objects overlap each
other on the screen. The Interaction Model is mapped to corresponding ActionScript
code in the Scene.
It is possible to directly open the generated code skeletons in the Flash authoring
tool. Fig. 7 shows a screenshot of the generated skeleton for the scene Game in the
Flash authoring tool. It shows the user interface elements and the placeholders for
Media Components (represented by simple rectangles) generated according to the
MML model from Fig. 4. The application can also be directly executed to test the
navigation between the generated Scenes.
To finalize the application, the developers have to complete the ActionScript
code, mainly the bodies of the Domain Class operations, as those are not specified
in MML. The media designers need to fill out the placeholders generated for the
Media Components using the whole functionality of the authoring tool. The gener-
ated user interface can also be freely edited, arranged, and adapted in the tool using
all its visual functionality (e.g., in Fig. 7 a button is resized). However, all relation-
ships between the different application parts – like between an AIO and its Domain
Object, its event handling code, and its Scene – are generated from the model. More-
over, the generated code is consistent and well-structured (using e.g. design patterns,
see [21, 19]). In this way, the advantages of both – 1) visual design of media and
user interfaces using established authoring tools and 2) systematic development of
well-structured application using model – are combined.
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Fig. 7 Generated Skeletons for the Racing Game
9 Conclusion and Outlook
In this chapter we presented MML, a modeling language for interactive multime-
dia applications, and an associated model-driven development approach. It targets
the needs for a systematic development process considering the characteristics of
interactive multimedia user interfaces.
With respect to the main challenges for multimedia development from Section 1,
we address the interdisciplinary development by integrating software design, user
interface design, and media design into a single consistent modeling language. The
MML models thus act as a kind of contract between the different developer groups.
As discussed in Section 2, to our knowledge, none of the existing modeling lan-
guages covers all of these three aspects so far.
In particular, we show that modeling interactive multimedia requires new con-
cepts like different abstraction layers (Media Components, Media Artifacts, and
Media Instances) and modeling the (abstract) inner structure of Media Components.
MML also demonstrates how to integrate these concepts into a consistent modeling
approach. However, the general multimedia-specific concepts can also be used to
extend other existing modeling approaches with multimedia support.
The need for visual, artistic design is addressed by integrating authoring tools
through generation of code skeletons which can be directly loaded and processed
within established professional authoring tools like Flash. This concept has been
generalized beyond multimedia and Flash [22] and is an important aspect in prac-
tice as mature visual tool support is usually strongly important for user interface
designers and media designers.
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To validate the language as far as possible, it has been applied three times in a
practical graduate course where students develop interactive Flash/ActionScript ap-
plications over three months in teams of four to seven students each. The developed
applications were multi-player blockout games, multi-player jump and run games,
and multi-player minigolf games. In addition, there were three student projects were
a student developed a small or medium-size Flash/ActionScript application for a
third party customer using MML. These were 1) an interactive multimedia applica-
tion for a hairdresser 2) an interactive visual help system for a professional customer
relationship management system, and 3) an authoring tool for creating commercial
interactive learning systems. In these cases, the final implementations made exten-
sive usage of the code generated from the language. Some other kinds of applica-
tions have been created and implemented prototypically using MML, including a
simple navigation system and a media player application. Although this validation
can not provide quantitative evidence, it strongly contributed to revisions which lead
to the version of the language as presented here.
For future work, it seems beneficial to combine the elaborated concepts with
those from other modeling approaches, like mobile applications, context-sensitivity
for multimedia user interfaces in ambient environments, or concepts from Web En-
gineering for Rich Internet Applications.
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